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1. INTRODUCTION 
THE K-theory localization of an unstable odd sphere is constructed by Mahowald and 
Thompson in [8]. Earlier work on unstable K-theory localization includes Bousfield’s 
construction of the K-theory localization of infinite loop spaces in [4] and Mislin’s 
construction of the K-theory localization of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces in [13]. The con- 
struction of Mislin demonstrates that the unstable K-theory localization functor does not 
commute with taking loops on a space, nor does it preserve the connectivity of a space. This 
being the case, we note that the K-theory localization of loops on an odd sphere cannot be 
directly given by knowing the K-theory localization of an odd sphere. In recent work 
Bousfield avoids this difficulty by defining a new vi localization functor which behaves well 
with respect to fibrations and then shows that it is closely related to the unstable K-theory 
localization functor. 
In this paper a more direct approach will be taken to construct the K-theory localiza- 
tion of loops on an odd sphere and double loops on an odd sphere. The construction and 
proof is a generalization of the results of Mahowald and Thompson in [IS]. As an 
application, these results will be used to construct the K-theory localization of the fiber of 
the Hopf map. 
Construction and Results: We will begin by summarizing the construction of the 
K-theory localization of loops on an odd sphere done in [S]. By [14] the localization with 
respect to real and complex K-theory give the same result. Throughout this paper K-theory 
will refer to complex K-theory. For simplicity, we will take the localization with respect to 
KCpJ at each prime separately, where K,,, denotes p local complex K-theory. These localiza- 
tions may then be pieced together to give the K-theory localization. Let F, denote the 
homotopy fiber of the Snaith map 
where QX = C2= C”X, q = 2p - 2, and B, denotes a stunted BXP, localized at p with 
bottom cell in dimension m. The inclusion map ii :S2”+’ -+ QS2”+’ lifts to a map 
ji:S”‘+i -+ F,. Mahowald and Thompson show in [S] that the map jr induces an isomor- 
phism in p local K-theory. This is the first step in showing that their construction is the 
K-theory localization of S2”+ ‘. 
Now let G, denote the homotopy fiber of the localized Snaith map 
(sph,,, : (QS2n +’ h,,, -+ (QC2n +’ 4, + l)q - 1 )a,, . 
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There is a map i2 : F, + (QS2n+1)K,p, which lifts to a map j2 : F, + C?r where cp denotes the 
simply connected cover of G,. The map j2 also induces an isomorphism in p local K-theory. 
These two isomorphisms combine to give that C?p is the Ku,) localization of S2”+‘. 




and let G denote the homotopy fiber. The composite of the inclusion map and the 
localization map i: S2”+’ + (QS2”“)K has a lift j: SZnfl -+ G where (? denotes the simply 
connected cover of G. 
THEOREM 1 (Mahowald-Thompson). The space c” is K-theory local and the map j induces 
an isomorphism in K-theory. Hence G” = (S2”+ l)K. 
The map Szj has a lift (Qj)’ : SZS”” ’ + 66 where 6X denotes the simply connected 
cover of RX. For n > 1, the map f12j has a lift (02j)‘:f12S2”+’ +fi26. 
THEOREM 2. For n > 1, the spaces dc” and 6 6 are K-theory local and the maps (0j)’ and 
(Q2j) induce isomorphisms in K-theory. Hence f@= (CU2”+1)x and fi2G” = 
This theorem may be generalized using recent work of Bousfield. 
together with a theorem of Thompson give the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. If k < 2n then K,(RkS2”+‘; Z/p) g K,(RkFp; Z/p). 
Bousfield’s work 
This proposition combined with the calculation of K,(RkFp; Z/p) given in this paper 
yield the main theorem. 
THEOREM 4. (a) For p > 2, k < 2n then 
K,(flkS2”+ ‘; Z/p) ? 
i 
E(w1, w2,. . . , w[+~) @ TP’(xl, x2, .) if k = 21 
~(Y~,Y~,...,Y~+~)~E(~~,z~,...,z~) ifk=21+1 
as algebras over K,( pt ; Z/p). 
(b) For p = 2, k (2n then 
K,(QkS2”+‘; Z/2) z 
i 
E(w1, w2,. . 3 w~+~)@ T2’(x1,x2,. . .) if k = 21 
P(YI, Y2>. . .,y~+r)@E(zI,z2,.. .,zJ if k=21+ 1 
only as graded F, vector spaces. Here E( ), P( ), T*( ) d enote respectively an exterior 
algebra, a polynomial algebra, and a polynomial algebra truncated at height m over 
K,(pt; Z/p). The dimensions of the generators are lxil = lyil = 0 and lwil = \Zil = 1. 
As another application let p be a fixed prime and let SZn denote the space which fits into 
the EHP sequence 
S^2n5-JsJ2n+1 !&pnP+l. 
When localized at p this gives a fibration. Now let Fp denote the homotopy fiber of the 
localized Hopf map 
HK,~, :(Qs 2n + ’ h,,, + (Qs “‘+ ‘kc,, 
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The composition of the suspension map and the localization map i: gzn -+ (a,“‘+ l)Kl,, has 
a lift j: g2’ -+ & where @p is the simply connected cover of g,,. The following theorem 
follows by the same arguments used in the proof of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 5. The space gP is K&ocal,and the map j induces an isomorphism in p local 
complex K-theory. Hence & = (S^2”)K,,, . 
2. THE LOCALIZATION OF as’“+ ’ AND Q’S*“+ 1 
Let Fp and G, be the spaces described in the introduction. For n > 1 and k = 1 or 2 there 
are maps flkjl:fikS2”+l + fl”F, and maps (Okj2)‘: CI”F, + fikGp. To prove Theorem 2 we 
must show that fikGp is the K,p) localization of fikS2”+‘. The spaces fikep are KC,rlocal so 
we need to show that the maps n”j, and (nkj2) induce isomorphisms in p local complex 
K-theory. 
First note that the maps CI”j, are rational equivalences since 0kS2”+l is rationally 
equivalent to CIkQS2”+’ and Rks, is rationally zero. The maps (nkj,)’ are also rational 
equivalences. To show that Okj, induces an isomorphism in mod p K-theory we then need 
the following result due to [16], [9], [ 191. 
PROPOSITION 6. (a) K,(RS’“+‘; Z/p) 2 P(yl) 
(W K,(Q2S2”+‘; Z/P) g 
where (wi( = 1 and [xi( = (yil = 0. 
This is the same answer that we get for K,(RkFp; Z/p) except that the algebra extensions 
are known for p = 2. Now the generators arising from the bottom cell map over isomorphi- 
tally. The remaining generators map over isomorphically by the naturality of the 
Dyer-Lashof operations and the differentials in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence. 
We may conclude that the maps nkj, induce an isomorphism in p local complex K-theory. 
Now we must show that the calculation giving K,(RkFP; Z/p) gives the same answer for 
fikc,. We have a fibration 
W(QS 2n+1)~,,,) +Q((Qx2"+1 ~~+I)~-I)K,,J f+ G, 
Passing to simply connected covers no longer gives a fibration, but the space c’, can be 
modified so that the resulting sequence of maps is a fibration. Let 9O denote the fiber of the 
map c?~ + K (n, 2) where n is the cokernel of the induced homotopy map, 7t = z2(G,)/Imh,. 
We now have a fibration 
@(QS2”+l )K,,,) --f fii((QC2n+1 4n+1~q--1kJ -+ 90 
Now we need a lemma to identify the first two spaces in the fibration. 
LEMMA 7 (Mahowald-Thompson). For m > 1, the space fi((QSm)K,,,) is homotopy equi- 
valent to (QSm-l)K,,,, and the space 6(( QY’& + I)q_ 1)K,P,) is homotopy equivalent to 
(Qc"-'%+IwI K 1 <,J. 
We now get a principal fibration 
(QSZn)~,,,)-,(QCZnB~,+l)q-l K ) ,,J + 90 
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We now apply the functor d to this fibration. This sequence of maps is no longer 
a fibration. We now replace the space fig0 by the space 9r to obtain a fibration. Note that 
the spaces fig0 and fig, are equivalent. Applying the lemma we get a principal fibration. 
We may repeat this process once more provided n > 1. Let 9JZ denote the modification of 
fi2 c?,, which fits in this last fibration. 
Thus for k I 2 we have a diagram of principal fibrations 
QS Zn-k -+ QC2n-k4,+w~ + CPF, 
1 1 1 
(QS Zn-k )~,~a + (Q~C2n-kB~,+l)q--1)~~p, + gk 
The diagram gives rise to a map of Eilenberg-Moore or bar spectral sequences. The left 
hand and middle maps are isomorphisms in p-local K-theory hence the right hand map 
induces an isomorphism in p-local K-theory as well. 
Finally, we need to show that K,(gk; Z/p) is isomorphic to K*(fikGp; Z/p). We have 
fibrations 
K(7C,, 1) -+ ??k + fikG,. 
For k = 0 the middle space has the same mod p K-theory as a sphere. It is shown in [S] that 
the only possible action of the mod p K-theory of K(n,, 1) on K,(%Jk; Z/p) is trivial. Thus 
the right hand map induces an isomorphism. 
For k > 0 the left hand map is a loop map, hence the action is given by the induced map. 
The induced map is an algebra homomorphism and hence is determined by what it does on 
the generators. By [15] we know that K,(K(nk, 1); Z/p) is a divided polynomial algebra 
having relations of the form up = Us b. The map is necessarily zero since these relations are 
not present in K,(qk; Z/p), or equivalently, K,(RkFp; Z/p). The Eilenberg-Moore spectral 
sequence collapses giving that the right hand map is an isomorphism in mod p K-theory. 
3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3 
The proof of Proposition 3 requires some recent results of Bousfield. First we need some 
definitions. Let X and Y be m-connected spaces. Let C12,,, X denote the m-connective cover 
of RX. We say a mapf: X + Y is a r-loopable E,-equivalence if Q:,,f: Qi,,,, X -+ 0:,, Y is 
an E,-equivalence for 0 I k I r. Iffis an r-loopable E,-equivalence for all r > 0 thenfis 
called a durable E,-equivalence. Bousfield proves the following theorem in [S]. 
THEOREM 8. Let X and Y be m-connected spaces where m 2 3, then a map f: X + Y is 
a durable mod p K-theory equivalence if and only if 
-L 
f*:u;l7L*(x; Z/p) =+ VI - 1 n* ( Y; Z/P). 
To apply this theorem we must show that the map j, : S2”+ ’ -+ Fp induces an isomor- 
phism in mod p u,-periodic homotopy. To do this we consider the diagram 
Q2n+lSzn+l 
lt 1 s 1= 
QBq” - QB -Q&+Iw-I 
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where s denotes the Snaith map, and the bottom sequence of maps is R” C” applied to the 
cofibration Bq” + B + B q(n+l)-l. 
The bottom sequence is a quasi-fibration and the right hand square commutes, hence 
there is a lift t which makes the diagram commute. 
By [6], there is an infinite loop mapf: QB --f QS” such that the compositefo s induces an 
isomorphism in homotopy for positive degrees. Let 7: B---f So denote the stable map. It 
induces an isomorphism in mod p K-theory. By [7] and [l 11, the Telescope Conjecture is 
true for FI = 1. Consequently, the map f induces an isomorphism in mod p u,-periodic 
homotopy. We may conclude that the map s induces an isomorphism in mod p v,-periodic 
homotopy. Application of the five lemma shows that the map t also induces an isomorphism 
in mod p v,-periodic homotopy. 
To get that the map j, induces an isomorphism we compare the composite t 0 f12”+ ‘j, 
with the Snaith map s, : R2”+ ’ S2”+ ’ + QBq”. The map s, induces an isomorphism in mod p 
ur-periodic homotopy as shown in [7] and [17]. Moreover, both groups are isomorphic to 
a free module over Z/p[ul, o; ‘1 on four generators. Compatibility conditions ensure that 
these generators map non-trivially under the induced homomorphism (t 0 R’“+‘jr ), as well. 
Now application of Theorem 8 gives that the mapj, is a durable equivalence for n > 1. 
Now by [l] the mod p K-theory of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces K(rc, m) is trivial for m > 2 
so this gives the proposition for k < 2n - 2. To obtain the remaining cases note that the 
homotopy fiber ofj, is 3-connected and so Theorem 8 applies to the fiber. Since the fiber has 
trivial mod p K-theory, then the map induces an isomorphism in mod p K-theory. 
4. THE MOD p K-THEORY OF R”Fp 
To find K, (Qk Fp; Z/p) we use an Eilenberg--Moore spectral sequence argument similar 
to that used by Mahowald and Thompson. We have a principal fibration 
2n-k 
@t’s 
Qs -QX 2n-kB (n+l)q-1 -&F, 
There is an Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence converging to K,(SZkF,; Z/p) with 
E2 = TOrK*(QS2”-k;ZIP) K 
s, 1 s-2 ( dQC2n-kB~,+uq-l; Z/P), Z/P) 
where (s, t) E Z x Z/2 and d,: E:,, + E,I_,,t+,_ 1. As input to this spectral sequence we need 
the results of Miller, Snaith, and McClure who show in [lo, 123, 
PROPOSITION 9. (a) For m > 1 then 
&.(QS”‘; Z/P) = 
E(sl, s2, . .) m odd 
P(tl, t2, . .) m even 
(b) For m 2 0 then 
K,(Q~"'; Bc,+l)q--l; ZIP) g 
E(u,, u2, . . .) m odd 
P(u,, v2, . .) m even 
where (ti/ = (Vi( = 0 and (Sil = (#iI = 1. 
Now for k = 21 we have 
E2 = Tor,q(:l,‘L,...)(P(Vl, u2, . .), Z/p) s,t 
The action of P(tl, t,, . . .) on P(ul , u2, . . .) is determined by the map (Qk+ ’ s)*. The action 
is given by the following Lemma. 
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LEMMA 10. For k = 21, the map (Ok+’ s)* sends the$rst 1 + 1 generators to zero and the 
remaining polynomial subalgebra isomorphically onto the subalgebra generated by (Ui)“. 
The proof of this lemma will be deferred until section 5. The lemma gives 
E$ = Tor~(:i,t2~~...11+1) ( TP’(uI, u2, .), Z/p) 
= E(f,,fz, . . 3 f,+,)O TP’(G, 212,. .) 
Since all the generators lie in s filtration 0 or 1 there are no differentials possible, hence 
E2 = E”. When p = 2 there are possible extensions hence the algebra structure is not 
known. When p > 2 there are no possible extensions and so the algebra structure is the 
same as the one given by the E” term. 
Now for k = 21 + 1 we have 
E2 = Tor~(SLIS2,,..)(E(u1, u2, . . .), Z/p) S-1 
Again the action of E(sI, s2, . . .) on E(uI, u2, . . .) is determined by the map (SZk+‘s),. The 









The pinch map p is zero in mod p K-theory. This implies the map (Qp) is zero in mod p 
K-theory since it is zero on each piece of the stable splitting for filtration reasons. This can 
also be explicitly calculated using McClure’s K-theory operation 3?. From this we get 
(ok+ l s)* = 0. This gives 
E;,,==T(sI,S2 ,... )@E(z?~,z& ,...) 
where I( ) denotes a divided polynomial algebra and S are in bidegree (1, 1) and the Ui are 
in bidegree (0, 1). It remains to be shown that there are differentials and algebra extensions 
so that 
KdQkFp; Z/P)~P(YI,Y~, . . ,Y~+I)@E(zI,z~, . . . ,ZI) 
Consider the map of fibrations 
QS Zn-k~Q~2n-kB~~+l)q_I(I flkF 
1= 1 lfP 
QS 2n-k_ * -@2n-k+1 
This gives rise to a map of spectral sequences. Let E2 and &Y2 denote the Eilenberg-Moore 
spectral sequences for the top and bottom fibrations respectively. This now gives 
E:,,S(S&,. ..)@E(&,i& ,...) 
b2 = TorE(;1,S2’...) (Z/p, Z/p) ? T(S1, Sz, .) S,f 
The second spectral sequence is known to collapse and has extensions resulting in a poly- 
nomial algebra as described by Miller and Snaith for p = 2. The corresponding result holds 
for odd primes as well. 
LetsEr(S1,S2,. . .) in the first spectral sequence, then s is either a permanent cycle or it 
supports a differential. Ifs is a permanent cycle then it maps to a non-zero permanent cycle 
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hence it must also be a non-zero permanent cycle. Nowfis a ioop map and hencef, is an 
algebra map. Furthermore the mapf, is given by the map of spectral sequences. Therefore, 
the elements which are represented by non-zero permanent cycles s E I-(Sr, So, , .) must 
form a polynomial subalgebra of K,(fikFp; Z/p). 
The elements u ~E(tii, ii2, . . .) are permanent cycles for dimensiona reasons. They 
may, however, be targets of differentials. The map g, is an algebra map given by the edge 
homomorphism in the spectral sequence. Hence, there are no extensions among the 
elements which are represented by non-zero permanent cycles a E E(tii ) U2, . . .). Finally, we 
note that becduse,f, is an algebra map, there are no algebra extensions between the exterior 
generators and the polynomial generators. This gives the result 
K*@F,; Z/p) g P(_VlJj E Y) 0 E(zlz EZ) 
Moreover inspection of the above spectral sequence implies that the elements in 2 pull back 
under g* and that f, is a monomorphism on Y. 
The last step is to show that Y has exactly I + 1 elements and that Z has exactly 
1 elements. To do this we consider the path loop fibration 
RkI-p+*+WIFp 
where k = 21 + 1. The Eilenberg~Moore spectral sequence for this ~bration has 
Ez,, = Torf;(RkFP:ZIp) (Z/p, Z/p) 
and converges to X,(R” Fp; Z/p). The elements in Y will give rise to exterior generators in 
odd total degree and the elements in Z will give rise to divided polynomial generators in 
even total degree. Since K,(@ Fp; Z/p) has 1 + 1 odd generators this implies that Y has at 
least I + 1 generators. 
In the fibration 
QkF, L, Qs'"-k+l__, es QC2n-k+1 B(,+l,q_l 
the composite map is zero in mod p K-theory. Sincef, is monomorphic on Y and (@+I s)* 
is monomorphic on all but the first I + 1 generators Y can have at most 1 + 1 generators. 
Thus Y must have exactly E + 1 generators. 
The elements in Z pull back to K,(QC2”-kB1,+ltq-l; Z/p). In the spectral sequence for 
the path loop fibration 
QC 2n-kB1,+l,q_1 --M+Q~?-~+~B tn+ l)q- 1 
the first I generators in X .+ (QC”- k B,, + 1 jq 1 ; Z/p) give rise to a polynomial algebra on an 
infinite sequence ofgenerators truncated at height p’in K,(QZ2”-k+’ B(,+ Ijq_ 1; Z/p). These 
generators map over to the truncated polynomial algebra in K,(O” Fp; Z/p). Hence 2 has at 
least 1 elements, namely those represented by U, , i&,, . . , U,. 
In the spectral sequence for the path loop fibration 
the elements in Y are all non-zero permanent cycles since there are exactly I + 1 elements in 
Y giving rise to 1 + 1 elements in K, (!A”’ Fp; Z/p). This implies there are no differentials ince 
differentials change parity of total degree. If there are no differentials then Z must have 
exactly 1 elements. 
TOP 32:3-J 
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5. PROOF OF LEMMA 10 
The case k = 0 was proved by Mahowald and Thompson in [S]. To prove the lemma for 
the general case k = 21 we note that nk+ ‘s factors as follows 
2n-k 
ok+‘S 
QS - Zn-kfj 
ns 
\ 
QC +I+ l)q- 1 
QP 
QX Zn-kB / (n+l-l)q-1 
where p is a pinch map. The map (fJs), is given by the calculation of Mahowald and 
Thompson. It maps the bottom generator to zero and the remaining polynomial subalgebra 
onto K,(QC2”-kBC,+ 1 -I,q_ I; Z/p). It remains to calculate the map (Qp),. 
Now p factors as a succession of pinch maps pi, p2, . . . , p1 which each pinch out the 
bottom two cells. Hence QP factors as a succession of maps Qpr, Qp2, . . , Qpl. We claim 
that (Qpi )* maps the bottom generator to zero and the remaining polynomial subalgebra 
onto the algebra generated by the pth powers. If this were true then the lemma follows 
immediately. 
It suffices to consider the map 
QPI : QC 2n-kBnq-l +QC2”-kBC,+Ijq_l 
First we need to know what the map pl does in integral K-theory. Inspection of the 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence shows that pl is non-zero in mod p2 K-theory, but is 
zero in mod p K-theory. Thus the map (pl).+ maps a generator to p times a generator in 
integral K-theory. 
Now let 9 denote the K-theory operation McClure constructed in [lo]. In the case at 
hand we have spaces QX where X is space with torsion free K-theory. This means that 
elements in K,(QX; Z/p) lift to elements in K,(QX; Z). By Proposition 9 we note that 
K,(QC2”-k Bnq-1; Z/P) = P(wI, ~2, . . .I 
K+JQ~2”-kB~,+ljq-l; Z/P) = f’(x~,xz,. . .I 
Here we define wi and x1 to be the generators coming from the bottom piece of the 
stable splitting. Let pi and 5Zi denote lifts of w1 and x1 to mod pi K-theory. Then the 
generators Wi and Xi are given by applying the operation S?-i to the classes @i and 31. 
Since the map (pl), is given by multiplication by p we note that (Qpl), sends w1 to 
p times xi. We can choose lifts so that 3, maps to phi. To calculate what (Qpl), does on the 
remaining generators we use naturality of the operation 9 and the following lemma. 
LEMMA 11 (McClure). Let X be a space with torsion free K-theory. Let x be a fixed 
element of K,(QX; Z/p’). For each t < r let F’ c K,(QX; Z/p’-‘) denote the subring 
generated by 
71x, &2x, . . ) 7&?‘x 
Then 
Ppx = p9’x + (2?f-1x)p + py + z 
where ~EF’-’ and ZEF’-~. 
Proof: The proof is done by induction. The case t = 0 is trivial. Now assume the formula 
holds for t. 
2q2Ypx) = z?[p9x + (2Y1 x)” + py + 2-j 
= S!(p_Px) + 2[(22-‘)p] + S(py) + rl (1) 
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= %(p$fx) + zqpy) + F-2 (2) 
= p5J’+l x + (i2zLx)p + p2y + yp + r2 (3) 
= @r+’ x + (22’x)P + r3 (4) 
where ri EpF’ + F’-‘. Step (1) follows by repeated application of formulas 3.3(vi), 3.3(vii) 
from [lo]. Step (2) follows by formula 3.7(ix) using the property 3.7(ii). Step (3) follows 
directly from formula 3.3(iv). Step (4) follows by the same formulas as in step (1). 
In particular this lemma implies 
I’-‘pfi = (Xi-l)’ + r 
where r is in the subalgebra generated by .x1, x2, . . , xi-l, Now applying the naturality of 
1 we get that for i > 1, (Qpr), maps Wi to (xi_ l)Pplus a remainder term. This implies that the 
subalgebra generated by w2, w3, . . . maps isomorphically onto the subalgebra generated 
by (xi)“. 
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